INSIDE THE MAGICAL WORLD OF BODYPAINTING

From fine art to fashion and from advertising to competition, the world of bodypainting is vast and beautiful. The Human Canvas will give you front row seats to the pageantry of mind-blowing images from accomplished artists around the world. Many of these artists have won the coveted championship at the World Bodypainting Festival and each holds a special place within this secret, joyful world of creativity and art. With gorgeous images and inside peeks into the minds and processes of the artists, this book will inspire and amaze you.

This book was inspired by World Champion artist Brian Wolfe, who succumbed in his fight against pancreatic cancer in October 2013. A portion of the proceeds from this project will go to support Brian Wolfe’s wife and young daughter.

“Imagine a painter who can create an image from an idea in the fullness of color, design and expression, and then imagine this artist asking their canvas to sing, dance or scream.”

—Karala B.

ABOUT THE WORLD BODYPAINTING FESTIVAL

The World Bodypainting Festival in Austria has been one of the driving forces in bodypainting over the past two decades. This biennial festival celebrates the human body as a canvas for the art form. This Festival has culminated in the World Bodypainting Championships and this competition has generated a powerful artistic and cultural force. From the vision of the artist to the final product, this book will show you bold, provocative images and a final product like you’ve never seen before.
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Dedication

This book is dedicated to a very special artist, a man who is truly a champion at heart.

I first met Brian Wolfe and his twin brother, Nick, in Holland in November 2004 at a bodypainting event. I walked into a restaurant and heard roars of laughter coming from a large group of artists. Nick and Brian were spreading their joy.

Over the years I crossed paths with these two amazing men in countries around the world and observed the way they spread positive energy and thought, artistic ability and a love for art to the people around them. I was constantly impressed by their openness, honesty and joy. They were full of acceptance and patience. They were truly in a place of nonjudgment. Brian and Nick were enjoying a highly awarded arts career together as well as spreading their talent through teaching around the world.

In July 2012 I was sitting with artists in the week running up to the World Bodypainting Festival when Nick and Brian’s absence was noticed. The news spread through the room like fire that Brian had been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. There was such an outpouring of love for this man and a desire to do everything possible to help.

And so this book came into being. Through the great efforts of many artist friends and colleagues, a group of artists has come together to share what they do best in support of one of their own. Sadly, Brian passed away in October 2013, leaving behind a wife, daughter, brother and family as well as many friends around the world who were touched by his life. Proceeds from every sale of this book will go to Brian’s dear wife.

With love and admiration,
KARALA B.

“Imagine a painter who can create an image from an idea in the fullness of color, design and expression, and then imagine this artist asking their canvas to sing, dance or scream.”

—Karala B.
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Introduction

Bodypainting has been used for tens of thousands of years in traditional cultures all over the world. Some of those cultures are still practicing their traditions today; some we know only through the records of history and the paintings on cave walls. Traditional cultures using body art demonstrate common links between history, spirituality and the body. Ceremonies are used in every culture to commemorate birth, death, weddings and coming of age. Covering the body with symbols and imagery increases the potency of ritual by clothing the skin in thoughts and emotions. Painting onto the body is a process of transformation and enlargement of the soul.

Many styles and uses for body art can be seen over this great expanse of time. The interesting fact is that it has been used on every continent around the world, and linking themes run through these styles of art. Humans have had a natural connection to creating art on our bodies, and it’s no surprise that modern forms of art are reinterpreting the ancient practices and expressions.

The root of bodypainting today comes from those traditional civilizations. The modern-day culture of body art reaches around the world throughout many countries and industries. It is an art form that is as diverse in its uses as in its styles and techniques. Many artists are now using body art to return to a more spiritual connection with their way of life and are rediscovering how their expression can bring meaning to their lives. The bodypainting artist is not just an artist; they are a painter, a conceptualist, a choreographer, a director and a photographer.

Bodypainting has many uses in many different areas of work. A visual artist may move into bodypainting to give their art a life of its own. A performer may take up bodypainting to create an illusion around their character that is not possible with just makeup and costume. Fashion can be heightened when makeup moves into bodypaint, and the film industry can never have enough special effects in living color.

All of these are forms of expression. From the moment we become self-aware, we take action in the presentation of our being. We are human. We are a complex and brilliant concoction of thoughts, actions, dreams, fears and history. We use our presentation and expression as a tool. When we choose to analyze the culture we come from and the way this affects our personal presentation of self, we take control of the image we project to the outside world. Through our art and expression, we have an effect on the world we live in.
One of the driving forces of the bodypainting world for the past two decades has been the World Bodypainting Festival in the south of Austria. This event hosts the World Bodypainting Championships and has distinguished and encouraged the different aspects of the art form.

The festival itself is such a melting pot of artistic talent that many artists count it as one of the forces behind the growth of their careers. Receiving hundreds of hours of broadcast time internationally each year, the World Bodypainting Festival has taken a little-known art form and carried it into the consciousness of everyday people on almost every continent.

For a week, thousands of artists, models, performers, photographers and film producers converge on a small town on a lake to take part in events, parties, shows and three days of competition at the highest level in a wide range of categories. This spectacle of the world’s best special effects, bodypainting and costume artists performing on the main stage is accompanied by international music acts, a fashion show, photography and a range of live entertainment.

The World Bodypainting Association has grown parallel to the festival and supports artists in their careers. Association members travel the world lecturing on body art in schools and universities and at trade shows with the media. The association also works as an agency and has set up many amazing advertising and artistic collaborations between artists, companies, galleries and events.

It is hard to imagine the depth of experience available at an event such as this. More than a thousand artworks are created for competition and stage shows. These are photographed and filmed extensively by seven hundred photographers, and months of creative editing follow the event each year. Perhaps the most touching and personal experience of the World Bodypainting Festival is the feeling of becoming part of a massive artistic family with years of history, creativity and experience waiting to be shared.
Alex Hansen is a known talent throughout the bodypainting industry and his airbrush bodypainting style has inspired many developing artists. Alex is a master airbrush and prosthetics teacher around the world. His creations often have a recognizable style and theme that mix the human form with mechanical shapes, producing an organic, robotic finish. Alex has won many national and international awards for his art.
“I love to travel the world, teach and learn from others, and continue producing new art. I’m still learning as I go. I still have much to learn, but I see the world differently than most regular people. I feel that my art is now respected for what it is.”
Art Color Ballet

DIRECTED BY AGNIESZKA GLINSKA
WWW.BALETCOLOR.PL

The Art Color Ballet from Poland is a dynamic group of performing artists who have created some of the most amazing expressions in bodypainting. The group was established by artist and choreographer Agnieszka Glinska in 1998 with the idea to combine dance with the art of bodypainting. Over the following years, they have had a changing and growing company consisting of dancers, painters and acrobats working with artists and photographers to explore endless possibilities of living creation.
With combinations of modern contemporary dance, classical, acrobatics, pantomime, Afro dance and new forms of expression developed by the group, we can get through to the audience on more levels. We can show them not only expression through dance but also tell them a story through lines, colors, shapes and images captured in designs painted on the dancers.
Bella Volen is a professional fine artist with a master’s degree in painting. She enjoys working with different media in the same way cooks use different flavors. Bella’s focus is in canvas painting and the human transformations that are achieved through bodypainting. Her fine art and transformation skills fit perfectly in the advertising and fashion worlds. She also enjoys other art directions such as murals, performances, book illustrations, theater art and photography. In 2009, Bella created the paintloon concept, which combines balloon art, painting and bodypainting. It is a unique and new art form.
“I have three parts to me—Bella as an artist, woman and person. Only one of those is really female. The person and the artist are just thinking, feeling the energy river around the creating process. So, of course, those parts of me like androgynous art. If God, the creator, doesn’t have a gender, then why should art, being a creation, have a gender?”
Birgit Mörtl is an internationally awarded bodypainter and fashion designer. She is most well-known for her years of work creating the costumes and body art for the Life Ball, which is Europe’s largest charity event supporting people with HIV or AIDS. Birgit has collaborated on many magazine and advertising shoots and has been profiled as a leading designer in many articles and television programs. Mixing her costume design with her bodypainting abilities is what makes Birgit unique. She has won many awards in countries around the world, including becoming a two-time Special Effects World Champion in body art.
“I love to arrange a three-dimensional body with color and special effects to transform it and dive into a fantastic dream. My work then begins to live through the movements of the model. Effects can be obtained on the body that would never be possible on a flat canvas. I am dressing people, just like I do in my work as a costume maker. They do not feel naked. The model carries a dress manufactured by me, a breath-thin costume of color.”
Carolyn Roper
WWW.GETMADEUP.COM

With her amazing artistic talents, Carolyn Roper is now recognized as one of the world’s leading body paint artists. Carolyn has won major industry awards and is a double World Bodypainting Champion. She first won the World Championship in the Brush & Sponge Category in 2007 with her good friend and fellow artist Carly Utting. Carolyn won again in 2009 when she took first place in the Special Effects Category with her assistant, Paula Southern.

Carolyn is based in London but regularly travels throughout the UK and internationally to undertake assignments. Her outstanding artwork is regularly featured in film, television advertisements, music videos, magazines and newspapers. Carolyn’s art has also been on CD and book covers. Her makeup credits include The X Factor live shows.
“I think, as an artist, it’s important to keep pushing yourself. I think there is so much more to be done with body art, and I never want to stop learning.”
Craig Tracy
WWW.CRAIGTRACY.COM

Craig Tracy is a master airbrush artist and painter. He combines his work with both the living form and traditional canvas art to create illusions in fine detail and abstract composition. Craig’s compositions of the body harmonize natural shapes and reflect his appreciation for human beauty. One of his greatest achievements has been the creation of the Craig Tracy Gallery in New Orleans, the first gallery space dedicated purely to bodypainting.
“I have been a professional artist since the age of sixteen. I have never had any other type of work since then. I lived and breathed art, and sadly enough I was never truly satisfied with the art I was seeing or creating. I felt like there must be something more interesting to create. The act of painting on traditional, conventional surfaces was utilitarian, and I needed more than the same old boring canvas, paper or wall to work with. I thought, ‘What if I painted on us? What if I seriously painted on living, breathing human beings?’ Now nothing even comes close to painting on people. People are my passion. Diamonds and gold are dull by comparison.”
Einat Dan
WWW.EINATDAN.COM

Einat Dan is one of the leading bodypainters and makeup artists today. She has won countless titles at national and international competitions for body art in Europe and Asia. Einat founded her own line of bodypainting products and makeup brushes, and she teaches makeup and body art around the world. Einat has worked with many famous fashion labels and photographers, and her work can be seen on highly regarded magazine and book covers, and in campaigns and exhibitions.
“I wish to create more and more. I wish to create every art story and every picture I have in my head with fashion makeup, fantasy and bodypainting. You control the brush; the brush does not control you.”
Elena Tagliapietra is a Venetian artist. She is a protagonist in the Italian and international scene of bodypainting. Since 2004 Elena has worked in the fashion industry as a makeup artist and a bodypainter. She has become well-known internationally. Elena won the Italian title of bodypainting in 2007; she came in third at the World Bodypainting Festival in 2011 and participated in the Body Art Fashion Show in 2012 and 2013. In 2008 and 2009 she judged the Italian Bodypainting Festival and has been the artistic director since 2010. She is a member of the ColorSensation team, a group of three Italian bodypainters qualified by the highest industry awards.
“Bodypainting has so many emotional levels where I can express and interact. First of all, when the idea arises, I have an amazing experience with my model as we create. I enjoy interpreting my work through many different mediums like performance, video or photography. Finally, I get interesting feedback from my audiences. I feel this unique energy which comes from a deep human history.”
Filippo Ioco
WWW.IOCOBODYART.COM
WWW.FILIPPOIOCO.COM

Filippo Ioco is one of the most important and outstanding bodypainting artists of all time. The combination of experience, understanding, inspiration, innovation and courage has kept his work at the top for more than two decades. Filippo’s advertising portfolio contains some of the most successful creations of body art for the media, and his art has been featured in music videos, on book covers and in television, commercials and print media—almost anywhere the eye can look. Filippo is comfortable working both with celebrities on live television with an audience of thousands and in a personal environment with an audience of two.
“My life is all about art, color and visual stimulation. If you were to take away art, I would be gone as well.”
Helen Demi is a professional artist, teacher and performer from Moscow, Russia. Born into a family of artists and educators, she has been working in the art of bodypainting since 1998. Helen is the co-author of an anthology of Russian bodypainting, People in the Paint, together with Andrey Bartenev and Igor Isaev. She worked for the Stanislavski and Nemirovich-Danchenko Moscow Academic Music Theatre as a bodypainter with Deirdre Clancy for Frank Andersen (Napoli Ballet) and for The Little Mermaid ballet by John Neumeier. Helen is fond of conceptual bodypainting, which uses optical and meaningful illusions to reflect ideas through light, shadow and paint. This method helps viewers see the artist’s worldview.
Geneviève Houle, whom the world has come to know as Jinny, is a renowned face and bodypainting artist. Jinny continues to travel the world, sharing her passion with her fellow artists and students. Her vibrant abstract designs and clever use of color, combined with amazing brush control, make Jinny one of the most sought-after artists in her field. Jinny’s creative and breathtaking work has been featured in international media, magazines and books, as well as TV, movies, commercials, conventions, shows and corporate events. Jinny has also put her name to a line of body art paints.
“Since I began doing bodypainting, I’ve always promoted its worth artistically. I want to make people forget about the nude body underneath. I want them to enjoy the whole creation. I not only judge others in competitions, I judge what I do each time. I want to improve every day. I want people to see my artwork and recognize my ‘signature’.”
Johannes Stötter
WWW.JOHANNESSTOETTERART.COM

Johannes Stötter is an artist, musician and fine-art bodypainter. He has won many awards around the world for his art, including being named a World Champion. Johannes has worked on teaching assignments in the medical industry to help students learn human anatomy through painting, and he has combined much of his spiritual understanding into his work. A master painter, Johannes can blend a human body into a landscape seamlessly, without the use of any projection or laser help. All of his work is hand painted with only his artistic eye as a guide.
“Bodypainting is not only related to the physical body; it deeply touches the soul of art, of the artist, of the model and of the viewer. It is the most special art form I have ever met.”
Karala B. is an author in the bodypainting industry with four body art books documenting the history and development of the industry. She designs and runs shows for the World Bodypainting Festival with up to fifteen artists and forty-five performers annually. Karala has personally experienced every aspect of body art as a presenter, painter, model, performer and photographer for more than fourteen years. She shares this insight with the world through writing and guest speaking.
“Everything you can see is made up of shadow and light. Art is for exploring the spirit of things.”
The art of Chinese-born Karen Yiu is rich, delicate and innovative. Karen’s journey to becoming a bodypainting artist has crossed as much physical space as it has taken time and practice. Her journey began at the age of six, when she moved to Hong Kong and was exposed to the life and art of the city. Karen finished a degree in social work and on a whim took a makeup course with a Parisian tutor before moving to London and studying at the London College of Fashion, where she learned about body art for the first time. Karen has become the leading fashion body art specialist in Hong Kong.
“When people see my work, they can see a Chinese influence. My drawing skills are influenced by Chinese painting, and I was educated in London. I have a more modern way of thinking, really. East meets West.”
Kate “Spinklesparks” Dean has been a professional face and bodypainter for more than twelve years. Based in Somerset, UK, Kate is a well-established and accomplished artist who prides herself on her high-quality paintings and professionalism. In 2009 she was crowned Freestyle Glitter Bodypainting Champion at the World Bodypainting Championships in Austria, and in 2010 she entered the Brush and Sponge World Awards.

In July 2010 Kate appeared as a featured artist in Issue 12 of Illusion Magazine, the magazine for face and bodypainters worldwide, and her work was included in Body Art Fashion by Karala B.
“The inexplicable beauty and complexity of nature is both a mystery and a wonder to me. I wanted to create images to represent—in both the human and animal worlds—our many personalities, which when working together in harmony, enable us to succeed in our goals.”
When Kristina Elizarova began bodypainting with an airbrush in 2007, there was no school in her city where she could learn the technique. As a dedicated artist spending up to twenty hours on one drawing, it was a challenge to create fine art on a human body in only four hours. But the results have led Kristina on a trail of creation, and she quickly has become recognized as a newcomer to watch in the industry. While quietly creating in her own country, Russia, Kristina received worldwide respect as a bodypainter in a matter of days when her artwork was shared throughout the bodypainting community. Kristina now works and teaches internationally.
“Drawing on a body is a sign of the power of the person. It is displayed through the skin from within. The process of drawing and creating bewitches. When you observe from the outside, you see the art in the same way as the artist. You see that power.”
Mike Shane’s style of bodypainting is exhilarating and potent. Mike’s creation of the action-painting style is an innovation and a breakthrough. The technique remains his alone, as he works in the now to color moments of space and time. Mike’s work brings together all the necessary aspects of bodypainting—painter, performer and photographer—with such clarity of vision that his artwork is unforgettable.
“When I started my action-painting bodypainting, things really changed in my life. Everything shifted and moved into a different level. I had recently gotten to know Tom Photo, a brilliant Viennese photographer. After working with him, I realized that the topping of a good bodypainting was a good photograph of it. This was basically the start of a new view and new outputs of my work.”
Nick & Brian Wolfe
WWW.EVILTWINFX.COM

The artist brothers Nick and Brian Wolfe have been at the forefront of bodypainting and have driven much of the development of the form in the United States. Just as in traditional forms of art, one of the first steps an artist takes is to study the anatomy of the human form. When drawing an arm, the artist must understand the bone structure: where the bones fit together and bend, where the muscles are attached to the bone and where fat can pad out the surrounding areas. Nick and Brian have taken this step in mixing anatomical knowledge with living art. Their anatomical understanding has been put to creative use in their dissections of human form and transformations of reality into the physically impossible. After Brian’s passing in 2013, Nick has continued to push this style of art and teach their methods around the world.
The human body is the most beautiful thing to us, both inside and out. Painting a 3-D image on a 3-D canvas creates a new dimension in our eyes. When it is brought back to a two-dimensional medium with photography, it is hard to tell what reality is. One can focus on the image, see right through the painting or take in both.
Scott Fray and Madelyn Greco are the only artists in history to have won World Championship titles in all three main body art categories at the World Bodypainting Festival. With a meteoric rise through the ranks to champion competitive status, the pair is currently focused on creating bodypainting images as a fine-art endeavor, with the goal of creating similar success in international galleries and museums. Scott and Madelyn also enjoy teaching and consulting at both university and professional levels.

Scott and Madelyn believe wholeheartedly in the transcendent nature of the work they create, coining the phrase, “soul-on-skin.” They welcome the opportunity to view and translate into art some aspect of the deeper nature of their subject. They also count numerous experiences involving bodypaint sessions that seem to offer a subject healing or relief from old body-image and body-trauma issues.
Conclusion

Working with body art is a unique life experience. The very nature of the work enables the artist to be in contact with humans on an intimate level. When painting directly onto the skin of another person, the colors and symbols tend to awaken interesting emotional and cognitive states in both the artist and the model. The close proximity of bodies in concentration for long hours is like a combined meditation and conversation.

All bodypainting is art. Sometimes artists are working for a company or contractor, and sometimes they are working for themselves. There should be no change in the quality of the work, but there is often a difference in the spirit of the work. When bodypainters are able to create purely for the sake of art itself, they can channel their own muse and create a visual work of personal, political, social, racial, gender or spiritual significance. This is when bodypainting reaches into the world of fine art.

There are no boundaries or rules that specify exactly what a fine-art bodypainting is, but it can contain a message to the viewer. That message can be of personal importance to the artist and harmonize through color, composition and execution. A bodypainting artist can reach any height through purity of idea and expression.

These artists are spreading messages and sharing information through their thought, action and word. Some artists work with galleries to bring paintings into the houses of appreciators, and some travel the world, collaborating with other artists and performers to push themselves to even greater levels of creativity.

The body art family is an international and often nomadic group of people who are broadening the experience of the art and what it means to be a bodypainter.

Every person has inner truths and greatness, love and vulnerability. Every individual experiences their own color of truth, and yet somehow, this billion-strong pallet of souls exchanging and experiencing their own truths paints an ever-changing, growing picture that is life.
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